
Why This Staffing Industry 
Leader Decided dotSolved 
was the Right Choice in 
Upgrading its Enterprise 
Business Systems

Overview
Headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, West Valley Staffing is a leader in the staffing industry. The company needed to simplify its staffing tools and 
grow the business. dotSolved was identified by a West Valley preferred partner for its chosen upgrade path.

Challenge
West Valley Staffing was running its system using Oracle Release 11.0.3, which was no longer supported by Oracle. Using an old version of the 
system made it difficult for West Valley Staffing to navigate operations and crucial businesses processes. 
Company-wide system upgrade was a mounting challenge that the organization urgently needed to overcome.

Other significant business challenges posed by using old versions of EBS include:

No clear path of how to expand 
capabilities

Limited features and tools Incrementally harder to support over 
the year

High maintenance cost for diminished 
benefit
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Solution
dotSolved was chosen by IntraServe, the preferred partner of West Valley Staffing, to evaluate business processes and upgrade the path to 
Oracle Release 12. After understanding current capabilities and the capabilities it requires in the coming years, dotSolved recommended doing a 
fresh implementation and using specialized staffing tools to handle West Valley Staffing’s complex business processes. 

dotSolved worked closely with Intra Serve to integrate proposed systems for West Valley Staffing. For three West Valley Staffing entities, 
dotSolved implemented core business systems, including:
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Efficient creation of detailed, auditable, reconcilable 
accounting from a variety of source systems

Finance

Intelligent implementation of all aspects of the human 
resource function, including maintaining personal information 
and assignment of personnel

HR

Accurate and on-time payment to all employees 
Payroll

The project rollout was concluded in four months.

About
dotSolved, headquartered in Silicon Valley USA, is a leading global provider of business process automation, 
modern application engineering, and cloud infrastructure services. dotSolved focuses on enabling digital 
transformations for small, medium, and large enterprises in HiTech, BioTech, CleanTech, Energy, eCommerce, 
Retail, and Insurance industries.
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Comprehensive monitoring and control of workflow and 
processes across the business

Operations

Results
West Staffing Valley believes that recruitment is more than finding people: empowering its employees by giving them tools to be productive and 
efficient is paramount. With dotSolved, the organization has been able to unlock future-proof functionality and advanced capabilities that the 
upgraded Oracle system offers.

Implementation of R12.0.6, which is fully supported by Oracle

Full integration system with Staff Suite

Key management reports

Integration of Vertex Tax for payroll

To scale the staffing business, dotSolved delivered the following:

Reduced administrative costs

Improved employee, manager, and admin productivity

Extended maintenance and support

Ability to support HR best practices

The business benefits of the update include:

Key new functionality and technology

To find out how dotSolved can help you optimize, support, and scale your EBS investments, contact us today.


